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APPLICATION FOR LEAVE TO APPEAL FROM DECISION OF MEDICAL APPEAL
TRIBUNAL ON A QUESTION OF LAW

+ORAL HEARING

Decision C.I. 12/81

l. For the reasons set out below I refuse the claimant leave to
appeal on a question of law from the decision of the medical appealtribunal given on 7 June 1979.

2. The claimant sustained an industrial accident on 6 April 1977,and in addition to claiming and receiving injury benefit he claimed
on 2$ October 1978 disablement benefit. The history of that claim isset out in the submissions of the Secretary of State dated 22 October
1980, and there is no merit in my repeating such history in this
decision. Suffice it to say that the claimant contends that thedecision of the medical appeal tribunal of 7 June 1979 (confirmingthe decision of the medical board of 1 December 1978, to the effectthat from the end of the injury benefit period there was no loss offaculty resulting from the relevant accident) was erroneous in pointof law.

The claimant applied to a medical appeal tribunal for leave to
appeal to the Commissioner on a question of law, but on )0 November
1979 leave to appeal was refused. Thereupon the clain~t applied, as
he was perfectly entitled to do, direct to the Commissioner, and hissolicitors put forward certain written submissions. They contendedthat one of the two members of the medical board, namely Dr S V Rao,
had treated the claimant as a patient from )1 December 1960 to 2 May197$, and that by virtue of this relationship he should not have
adjudicated on the claimant's claim. The Secretary of State askedfor an oral hearing, a request to which I acceded, and at that hearing
he was represented by Mr J P Canlin of the Solicitor's Office of the
Department of Health and Social Security. The claimant did not appearin person nor was he represented.
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4. Mr Canlin drew to my attention regulation 16(2) of the SocialSecurity (Determination of Claims and Questions) Regulations 1975,which provides as follows—

"A medical practitioner shall not act as a member of a medicalboard for the purpose of the consideration of any case referredto the board if he

(a) is or may be directly affected by that case; or
(b) has taken any part in such case as a medical assessoror as a medical practitioner who has regularlyattended the claimant or to whom any question hasbeen referred for examination and report or as anemployer or as a witness".

5. Now, can it be argued that, by virtue of the medical attentionrendered by Dr Rao to the claimant during the period set out above,Dr Rao was precluded from acting as a member of the medical boardpursuant to regulation 16(2)(b)? Mr Canlin drew to my attention$ Commissioners'ecisions which were directed to consideration ofwhether a member of a medical appeal tribunal, who had attended theclaimant, was caught by regulation 20(1)(b) of the same regulations(or the corresponding earlier statutory provision). Regulation 20(1)(b)is in the same terms (but with reference to a medical appeal tribunal,not a medical board) as regulation 16(2)(b), and accordingly exactlythe same question arose in those cases as arises in the present appeal.In the first decision appearing on Commissioner's file C.I. $18/1975,it was held that there had been no breach of the relevant regulation.However, in the two subsequent decisions appearing under Commissioner'sfiles C.S.I. 7$/77 and C.W.I. 25/79 respectively, the contrary viewwas taken. But, Mr Canlin submitted that all $ decisions had missedthe crucial point that whether or not the doctor concerned hadregularly attended the claimant had to be considered by reference onlyto the particular case referred for decision to the board or medicalappeal tribunal, as the case might be. 'n other words, whether therelevant member of the board or tribunal had ever regularly attendedthe claimant did not in itself conclude the matter. The real issuewas whether or not he had regularly attended the claimant in connectionwith the subject matter of the particular case on which the board ortribunal were required to adjudicate.
6. Now, in the present instance there is no evidence, nor is it evencontended, that Dr Rao had regularly attended the claimant in connectionwith his medical condition arising out of the industrial accident.Manifestly, then, regulation 16(2)(b) has no application, and as far asthe statutory provisions were concerned, there was nothing to preventDr Rao acting as a member of the medical board.
7. However, that does not dispose of the matter. For it is alsonecessary for me to;consider whether or not Dr Rao's membership of theboard constituted in the circumstances of the case a breach of naturaljustice. If it was, I then have to go on to consider the effects ofsuch a breach in the present case.
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8. I take the view that it is repugnant to the proper administra-tion of justice that anyone adjudicating on a case should himself beacquainted with the claimant. Of course, I am not suggesting thatsuch a person would allow such acquaintance in any way to influencehis judgment, but it is crucial to avoid even the slightest suspicionof prejudice, either in favour of or against the claimant. Justicemust not merely be done, but be s'een to'e done. However, theimportant thing is whether or not the person concerned knows theclaimant, not whether the claimant knows him. Medical boards aremade up of general medical practitioners, working in the locality,and it may often be the case that a patient recognises a member ofthe board as a doctor who has at some time or other treated. him. Itdoes not, however, follow that that doctor necessarily recognises orhas any recollection. of the patient. In matters of thissort everythingturns upon the facts of the particular case. Of course,the fact that a patient recognises the doctor is in itself of noconsequence. The mischief against which it is necessary to guard isthat a member of the tribunal might be prejudiced. However he cannoton any footing be prejudiced if he is at the material time unaware ofhis connection with the clain~t. Accordingly, the only issue iswhether the relevant member of the board at the relevant timerecognises or does not recognise the el+i~>nt as a patient or formerpatient.

9. Applying this principle to the present case, there isunfortunately no direct evidence as to whether or not Dr Rao didrecognise the claimant. He appears not to have been asked. Moreover,the point on which the claimant now relies was not taken till afterthe decision of the medical appeal tribunal, by which time it isperhaps doubtful whether, if he had been approached, Dr Rao would havehad any recollection at all of the hearing before the original medicalboard. However, in the absence of any positive evidence, I think Ican properly take the view that Dr Rao would have throughout acted inan exemplary fashion, and that if he had recognised the claimant, hewould have immediately withdrawn from the board. I think I am entitledto presume, in the absence of any evidence to the contrary, thateverything was carried out in a regular and. proper fashion. It followsfrom this that I am not satisfied that there was any breach of naturaljustice.

10. However, if contrary to the view I have taken, Dr Rao didrecognise the claimant, but nevertheless continued to adjudicate onthe case, so that there was a breach of natural justice, I do notthink that even that would have really assisted the claiamnt. I reachthis conclusion for the following reasons. The claimant failed toraise the point, which is now the subject matter of his appeal, untilafter the decision of the medical appeal tribunal, and that decisionwas given after a fresh hearing and a fresh evaluation of the medicalevidence. Accordingly, any shortcoming on the part of the medicalboard had been redressed by the complete re-consideration of theclaimant's case by the medical appeal tribunal.
11. I have considered whether the claimant could have contendedthat Dr Rao's continuing to act in the matter after he recognised the
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claimant (assuming, contrary to the view I have in fact taken, thatthis is what actually happened) caused the decision to be void abinitio and as a result there was nothing which could be the subject-matter of appeal. The effect of this argument, if it were right,would be that the decisioi of the medical appeal tribunal would nothave operated to redress the position. The point raised is admittedlya difficult one, but, fortunately, clear guidance has recently beengiven in a Privy Council decision Calvin v Carr +197+ 2 All E.R. 440.This particular case concerned the appellant's expulsion from member-ship of the Australian Jockey Club and involved. issues very similarto those now before me. In delivering the judgment of the courtLord Wilberforce observed. as follows at pages 445-446—
"The first issue arising in this appeal is whether theCommittee had any jurisdiction to enter on the appeal. Theappellant's proposition is that it had. not, for the reason thatthe stewards'ecision was, on the assumption stated, void.A condition precedent, it was said, of an appeal was theexistence of a real, even though voidable, decision.
This argument led necessarily into the difficult area of whatis void and what is voidable, as to which some confusion existsin the authorities. Their Lordships'pinion would be, if itbecame necessary to fix on one or other of these expressions,that a decision made contrary to natural justice is void, butthat, until it is so declared by a competent body or court, itmay have some effect, or existence, in law. This conditionmight be better expressed by saying that the decision is invalidor vitiated.. In the present context, where the question iswhether an appeal lies, the impugned decision cannot beconsidered as totally void, in the sense of being legally non-existent. So to hold would be wholly unreal ......a decisionof an administrative or domestic tribunal, reached in breach ofnatural justice, though it may be called, indeed may be, forcertain purposes "void", is nevertheless susceptible of anappeal.".

12. It is clear, then, that in the present case, even if the decisionof the board had been void for being in breach of natural justice, anappeal would lie. But if the original decision were upheld on appeal,would this put the matter right'? In the past there has been clearconflict of authority. For example, in Leary v National Union ofVehicle Builders +197+1 Ch $4; 197+0 2 All E.R. 71) Negarry J (as hethen was) said at pages 49 and 720 respectively as follows—
"If the rules and the law combine to give the member the rightto a fair trial and the right of appeal, why should he be toldthat he ought to be satisfied with an unjust trial and a fairappeal~ ......As a general rule ......I hold that a failureof natural justice in the trial body cannot be cured by asufficiency of natural justice in an appellate body."
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Hovever, in Calvin v Carr their Lordahips took the viev that this
waa expressing the matter too broadly. In the words of
Lord. Vilberforce at page 448—

it ia for the court, in the light of the arguments
made, and in addition having regard to the course of proceedings,
to decide whether, at the end of the day, there hss been a fair
result, reached by fair methods, such as the parties should
fairly be taken to have accepted vhen they'oined the association.
Naturally there may be instances when the defect is 80 flagrante
the consequences so severe, that the moat perfect of appeals or
re-hearings will not be sufficient to produce a just result .....it is undesirable in many cases of domestic disputea, particu-
larly in which an inquiry and appeal process has been established,
to introduce too great a measure of formal judicialisation.
While flagrant oases of injustice, including corruption or bias,
must always be firmly dealt vith by the courts, the tendency in
their Lordshipa'pinion in matters of domestic disputes should
be to leave these to be settled by the agreed methods without
requiring the formalities of judicial processes to be introduced".

15. Now applying the above principles to the present appeal—
admittedly Lord Wilberforce waa specifically referring to domestic
tribunals, but it is clear from the earlier quotation that he had in
mind administrative aa well as domestic tribunals —I have no doubt
that in the present instance, even supposing that the initial decision
of the medical board had been void, overall the cla~~~~t'a case haa
been properly and fairly dealt vith. There vas s complete re-hearing
by the medical appeal tribunal, and the medical evidence was recon-
sidered. I am quite satisfied that any earlier shortcoming vas
satisfactorily redressed.

14. Accordingly, I find no substance in the cl~<~~t's contention
that the decision of the medical appeal tribunal was erroneous in
point of law, and accordingly' refuse leave to appeal.

(Signed) D G Rice
Commissioner

Date 25 June 1981
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